
AstroDomy. - Proper motions of some verg faint stars. By A. VAN 
MAANEN. 

(Communlcated at the meeting of November 29. 1930). 

During the earlier years of the activities with the 60~inch Mount 
Wilson reflector (1909-1912) Messrs FATH and BABCOCK made a series 
of photographs of KAPTEYN's Selected Areas. Nos. 1-139. extending 
from the north pole down to 15° southern declination. The plates were 
taken at the Newtonian focus (f= 25 feet) on Lumiere I plates with 
exposures of one hour. 

At my request several of these regfons have recently been re~photo~ 
graphed by Messrs DUNCAN and HOGE, and especially by Mr. CHRISTIE. 
The new exposures of one hour were made on EASTMAN 40 plates. and. 
in general. show about as many stars as the older plates. On the average 
stars of the efghteenth to nineteenth magnitude can be seen. while oc~ 
casionally still fainter objects are found. The 42 regions for which new 
plates are now available have been investigated with the blink~arrange~ 
ment of the stereocomparator for the detection of stars showing con~ 
siderable proper motion. The motions found range from p. = O".Oi 1 to 
0".925 per year. 

Because it is more difficult to discover small displacements both for 
the brighter stars, which are badly over~exposed, and for stars more 
than 15' from the center, which show considerable coma. it is probable 
th at some stars with motions between 011.040 and 0".100 have not been 
included; but I think that practically all stars having motions larger 
than 0".100 were found. 

When a star showed a decided displacement the faint stars in the 
neighbourhood were superposed as accurately as possible and the dis~ 
placements of the star in question we re measured in both right ascension 
and declination. 

The magnitudes were kindly furnished by Miss JOYNER. 
Among the ± 60.000 stars examined only 122 or 1 in 500 were found 

to have an appreciabie proper motion. The percentage of proper motion 
stars. however. increases rapidly with increasing galactic latitude, as may 
be seen from Table I. 

As might be expected a priori. the brighter stars show in the mean 
a larger proper motion than the fainter stars. This is best seen from 
the summary given in Table 11. For this and the following discussion. 
star N°. 24, a faint companion of N°. 25, has been omitted. 

Investigating the relation between size of proper motion and galactic 
latitude. we find a surprising lack of correlation. The results are given 
in Table 111. The last two lines in the table are the results af ter omitting 
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TABLE I. 

Galactlc Latitude Stars investlgated 1 N umber of " stars Per cent Number 
of !leids 

0°_19° 42700 28 0 .07 12 

20 _39° 11185 31 0.28 12 

2"': 40° 6200 63 1.02 18 

TABLE 11. 

Distribution of proper motion according to magnitude. 

Mag. n I' 
11 

Mag. 

1/ " < 10.00 4 0.414 6-10 8 0.310 

10.00-10.99 4 0.206 

11.00-11.99 6 0 . 200 

12 .00-12.99 9 0 . 158 11--13 24 0.170 

13.00-13.99 9 0.162 

14.00-14 .99 6 0.199 

15.00-15 .99 19 0.131 14-16 48 0.139 

16.00-16.99 23 0 . 130 

17 .00-17.99 23 0.124 

18 .00-18.99 14 0 . 129 17-20 41 0.122 

> 19.00 4 0.088 

TABLE lIl. 

Distribution of Proper Motion according to Galactïc Latitude. 

Latitude 0°_9) 10°_19° 20°_29° 30°-39°140°-490 50:'-59° =-60° 

-
0':208 0': 116 " 1/ 1/ " " 

I' 0 . 123 0.154 0 . 169 0.132 0.126 

n 17 10 14 17 27 20 16 
- " 0': 116 

1/ " " 1/ 1/ 

" 
O.I6i 0.123 0 . 145 0.165 0.132 0.126 

n 16 10 14 16 25 20 16 
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the four stars brighter than the tenth magnitude. The va lues are a little 
smoother. especially due to the omission ·of the very large motion of 
star N°. 25 (Mag. 6.68). The mean motion of the 121 stars is 0".151; 
that of the 117 faint stars. 0'.142; the deviations of the figures from 
these means are quite small if we keep in mind the limited amount of 
material available. 

A result of considerable interest which may be derived from the 
present material is the position of the antapex of the motions of these 
faint stars. For this purpose the stars were divided into three groups. 
including magnitudes 11-13. 14-16. 17-20 and containing 24.48 and 
41 stars. respectively. Three methods were used: 

8. HERSCHEL'S method: When plotted on a sphere. the proper motions. 
if produced along great circles. would all cross in the antapex. provided 
the motions we re due only to parallactic motion and not to peculiar 
motions as weil. Since peculiar motions are also present. it is evident. 
that the great circles will not cross in a point; but it is fairly easy to 
determine the point of preferential crossing. 

b. BESSEL's method: For each star the pole of the proper motion is 
computed and plotted on a sphere; the great circle best fitting these 
poles has as its poles the apex and antapex of the proper motions; the 
apex and antapex may be distinguished by noting the direction of the 
motions. The deviations of the individual poles from five to eight trial 
positions of the antapex were found. and from the run of these devia
tions a fair estimate of the position of the antapex could be made. 

c. AIRY' smethod : Indicating the parallactic motion by p. the right
ascension and the declination of the antapex by A and D. and the 
components of the vector. directed towards the antapex by X. Y and 
Z. we have: 

p cos A cos D = !!.; p sin A cos D = X"; p sin D = Z (1) 

Further we have: 

- X sin a + Y cos a = /-la l 
- X cos a sin d - y: sin a sin b + Z cos d = /-lJ ~ 

(2) 

Each star furnishes a set of equations of the farm (2). These may be 
solved for all the stars by least squares. and from the resulting values 
of X. Y and Z. A and D can then be derived by: 

y Z 
tan A= - tan D= -

~ V~2+ y2 
(3) 

In this methad a star with a very large motion has an undue influence 
on the results. Stars for which the deviations found by substituting the 
quantities X. rand Z in the equations (2) we re larger than five times 
the probable error we re accordingly omitted. Only in the case of the 
faintest stars were two exclusions necessary and a new lIolution made. 
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The results found by the three methods are collected in T able IV. 
These are very interesting because of indications in the past that the 

TABLE IV. 

Coordinates of the Antapex. 

Mag . a b c Mean 

A = 7h Om 6h20m 7h 4m 6h48m ± Ilm 
11-13 

0= _ 10° _24° _33 0 _220 ± 4° .4 

A = 7h20m 6h13m 7h 4m 6hS2m ± I3m 
14-16 

0 = _ 34° _18° _ 39° -30m ± 4°.1 

A = 6h Om 6h27m 7h Om 6h29m ± 12m 
~ 17 

0 = _ 30° _18° _ 41 0 _30° ± 4°.4 

declination of the antapex for the fainter stars is farther south than 
- 30°. Of course in this connection it should be kept in mind that we 
are here dealing with only the nearer of the faint stars; but it is also 
safe to say that we are concerned with the faster moving of these stars. 
and for the fast moving stars a lower declination of the antapex has 
been noticed before. 

We mayalso derive the mean parallaxes for the stars discussed above. 
The best results can be obtained from the 1:' components. as it is easier 
to estimate the peculiar radial velocities of these stars than the amount 
of the solar motion. From a comparison with the peculiar radial velocity 
of brighter stars with large proper motion. we may accept 50 km/sec 

i.74 -
as a fair estimate for the mean peculiar radial velocity. From 7t = --=..- t 

V 
we get th en 7t = 0.0948 ~ The results are collected in Table V. 

The last th ree lines have little significance. as the number of stars 
involved is too smalI. Prom the stars with .u< OH.300 it seems to follow 
that the mean parallax es are more closely correlated with proper motion 
than with magnitude. This statement is corroborated if we treat the 
material analytically. Each of the nine groups furnishes an equation of 
condition of the form of KAPTEYN' s well-known equation: 

log ; = a + b m + clog -;; 

where m is the mean magnitude. and .u the mean proper motion of the 
stars in the group. Using weights proportional with the number of stars 



mag. 

11-13 

14- 16 

17 - 20 

11 - 13 

11 - 16 

17- 20 

11-13 

14-16 

17-20 

, 
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TABLE V . 

Stars with !' < 0': 100. 

I mean mag. I mean /' mean 1f 

13.19 

16.06 

17 .86 

12.20 

15 . 76 

18.04 

12 .86 

15 .28 

17 .34 

" " 0.070 0 .0049 

0.075 0.0045 

0 .073 0 .0045 

11 11 

Stars with /' = O. 100 to 0 .299. 

I " " 0.162 0 .0095 

0 . 163 0.0090 

0 . 137 0 .0055 

Stars wlth .u = 0':300 to 499. 

0':348 

0 .344 

0 .466 

" 0.0201 

0.0178 

0 .0356 

included, we derive by a least-squares solution : 

a = - 1.207 ± 0.133 
b = - 0.011 ± 0.008 
c = + 0 862 ± 0.080 

1< comp. 

" 0 .0045 

0.0015 

0 .0041 

" 0.0095 

0.0087 

0 .0071 

" 0.0179 

0 .0169 

0.0208 

n 

6 

17 

20 

14 

29 

19 

2 

2 

The factor b, correlating the mean parallax and the mean magnitude 
is very much smaller than in Kapteyn's general formula; RUSSELL I) 
for in stance, gives b = -0.0713. Substituting these constants into the 
equations of condition, we derive the values given in the fifth column 
of Table V. It therefore seems safe to combine the results for the eight 
stars having '" > 0".~20' We th en have: 

- -'" = 0".377, r = 0".247, 7l = 0".0234 

corresponding to a value -3.2 for the difference between absolute and 
apparent magnitude. While of course nothing can be said of the indivi
dual parallaxes, the discovery in the present list of exceptionally faint 
stars, say of absolute magnitude + 18 or + 20 does not look very 
promising. 

To check the above re sult for the posltion of the antapex of the 

I) RUSSELL, DUGAN, STEWART, Astronomy, 667, 1926. 
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fainter stars of considerable proper motion. the proper motions of faint 
stars published by Ross I) and by WOLF 2) have also been utilized to 
determine the coordinates of the antapex. From Ross' material we 
selected the stars of the fourteenth magnitude or fainter. 86 in number. 
of which two were omitted from the discussion as being companions 
of much brighter stars. The motions of these stars range from 0".10 to 
3".30. In using AIRY's method it was necessary to omit one star for 
which the deviation surpassed five times the probable error of the 
solution. The results are given in Table VI. 

TABLE VI. 
Determination of the antapex of the fainter Ross stars. 

Method a A = 7h lOm D= - 30° 

b 

c 

Mean 

7 i 

7 52 

A = 7h 22m ± lOm 

-20 

- 36 

The same methods we re also applied to the stars in WOLF' s catalogue 
of 1053 stars having large proper motion. As WOLF' s magnitudes 
are too bright. at least for the stars of magnitude 11 to 15. it was 
decided to use in this case stars for which WOLF' s magnitudes range 
from 13 to 16. in order to make the material comparable with that of 
Ross and with the middle group of magnitudes among the Mount 
Wilson~stars. This gives 203 stars. of which. however. five have been 
omitted as probable companions of much brighter stars. As th ere are 36 
stars whose motion is ~ 0".50 annually. the material was subdivided 
into two groups: 162 stars with ft < 0".50 and 36 with ft ~ 0".50. of 
which. however. two were excluded in using AIRY's method. The results 
from the three methods employed above for the determination of the 
antapex are collected in Table VII. 

TABLE VII. 
Determination of the antapex of the fainter WOLF-stars. 

Method a 

b 

c 

Mean 

Stars with ." < 0:'50 

A=6h 17m 

7 0 

7 B 

A = 6h i8m ± IIm 

I) Astronomical Journal. 40. 38. 1930. 
2) Veröffentlichungen der Sternwarte zu Heidelberg. 7. 195. 1919. 
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Method a 

b 

c 

Mean 
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T ABLE VII (Continueel) 

Stars with I' ~ 0 :'SO 

A=6h iOm 

S 0 

8 3i 

A=6h iSm ± ilm 

For convenience the mean results from the three different groups of 
data are collected in Table VIII. 

TABLE VIII . 

Determination of the antapex ; Summary. 

Author Mag. 

VAN MAANEN 11-13 

1i-16 

< 17 

Ross Ii-IS 

" Wo LP I' < O.SO 1i-16*) 

I' ~ 0 . 50 1i-16·) 

A 

6h i8 m 

6 S2 

6 29 

7 22 

6 i8 

6 iS 

D 

_22 0 

-30 

-30 

-29 

-37 

-38 

e) These magnitudes are those given by Wo LP corrected by + 1.00. 

2i 

i8 

il 

8i 

162 

36 

Apparently there is no indication of a larger value for the declination 
of the antapex than - 30° or - 35°. 

Finally the mean parallaxes were derived from the t components of 
the proper motions for both Ross's and WOLF'S stars. The results are 
collected in Table IX. and in combined form are given in Table X. 

The last column but one of Table X gives mean parallaxes computed 
with the constants derived on page 1019. The agreement with those 
derived from the f components is quite satisfactory. It should. however. 
be kept in mind that both sets of parallaxes are based on the value 
50 km/sec for V. If for any reason It becomes necessary to use a 
different value. the values for n will change in the inverse proportion. 
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TABLE IX. 

Limits of /. mean mag. I mean ,. mean ,. ti 

-11 11 11 11 

0.10 - 0.29 14 .19 0 .207 0.0075 27 

0.30 - 0.49 14.30 0 .395 0.0246 30 
Ross 

0.50 - 0 .99 14.44 0.667 0.0338 24 
'/ 

~ 1.oo 14.33 - 1. 910 0.1014 3 

11 

< 0. 10 14 .29*) 0.075 0.0036 13 

0.10 - 0'.'29 14.51*) 0.195 0.0101 99 
WOLP 

0.30 - 0.49 14 .60*) 0.375 0.0164 50 

0.50 - 0.99 14 .61*) 0.661 0.0365 27 

~ t'.'00 14.33*) 1. 951 0.0525 9 

*) These magnitudes are those given by WOLP corrected by + 1.00. 

TABLE X. 

Limits of ,. mean mag . mean ,. I mean ,. :> comp. I 1j 

< 0'.'10 11 11 

14.29 0.075 0.0036 0.0046 13 
11 

0.10 - 0 .29 14.44 0.198 0 .0096 0.0107 126 
- _. 

0.30 - 0 .49 14.49 0.383 0 .0195 0.0188 80 

0.50 - 0.90 14 .53 0.664 0.0352 0.0302 51 
11 

~ 1.00 14.33 1. 941 0.0647 0 .0766 12 

Carnegie Institution of Washington . 
Mount Wilson Observatory. 

Pasadena. Califomia. October 1930. 




